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SUMMARY  

An archaeological evaluation of land at the former Incol Pressworks, Church Lane, Bickenhill,  
Solihull (centred on NGR SP 18845 82481) was undertaken by Birmingham Archaeology in  

November 2006. The site was evaluated due to its proximity to a number of known significant  

archaeological sites, including St Peter's Church, in the historic core of the medieval settlement  

of Bickenhill. The medieval manor house may have been in the vicinity of the site, adjacent to  

the church.  

Three trenches were excavated to locate and identify any archaeological remains that could be  

affected by a proposed development. The evaluation provided evidence of undated  

archaeological features, in the south-east part of the site, in the form of a pit and a gully cut  

into the natural clay. It is possible that these features could date to the medieval or post -  
medieval period. The presence of deep layers of topsoil and subsoil, sealing the archaeological  

features, suggest that the site had been used for agriculture prior to the construction of works  
buildings in the 20th century. The depth and location of the archaeological features recorded  

means that they are unlikely to be affected by the proposed development.  
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Incol Pressworks, Church Lane, Bickenhill, Solihull:  

an archaeological evaluation, 2006.  
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1.1  

INTRODUCTION  

Background to the project  

Birmingham Archaeology was commissioned by Projects 2000 Ltd to undertake an  
archaeological evaluation at Incol Pressworks, Church Lane, Bickenhill, Solihull. The work was  

required by Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council as a condition of planning consent (Planning  

Application Number 2004/982) for the demolition of existing industrial units and the  

construction of an office building. The evaluation was recommended on the advice of  

Warwickshire Museum due to the proximity of a number of known significant archaeological  
sites, including St Peter's Church, in the historic core of the medieval settlement of Bickenhill.  

This report outlines the results of a field evaluation carried out between 13 th November and  

17th November, and has been prepared in accordance with the Institute of Field Archaeologists  

Standards and Guidance for Archaeological Evaluations (IFA 2001). The report also includes  

the results of research undertaken at the Warwickshire County Records Off ice and the  
Warwickshire County Sites and Monuments Record.  

The evaluation conforms to a brief produced by Warwickshire Museum (Appendix 3), and a  

Written Scheme of Investigation (Appendix 4) which was approved by the Local Planning  

Authority prior to implementation, in accordance with guidelines laid down in Planning Policy  

Guidance Note 16 (DoE 1990).  

1.2  Location and geology  

The site is located at Incol Pressworks, Church Lane, Bickenhill, Solihull, north-east of St.  

Peters Church (SMR SI 144) and is centred on NGR SP 18845 82481 (Fig. 1, hereinafter  

referred to as the site).  

The underlying geology consists of boulder clay surrounded by an area of Keuper Marl. The  
present character of the site is industrial units associated with the former pressworks. Enclosed  

fields lie to the north and east of the site. To the south is a garden and residence and to the  

west is the graveyard of St. Peters Church.  

2 ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND  

The area in and around the historic medieval core of Bickenhill has a relatively high  
concentration of archaeological sites (Fig. 2 and Appendix 2). Evidence for settlement may  

date back to the mid to late Anglo-Saxon period. The Domesday survey suggests four or  

possibly five settlements within the area that were later incorporated into the parish, one  

named as Bichehelle (Bica's Hill) and another (Alia) Bichehelle (SMR MSI6198). The village of  

Bickenhill was originally part of the manor of Church Bickenhill, one of several such manors in  
the parish.  

The pattern of predominately open fields in this area, suggested by medieval and post -  

medieval ridge and furrow, marks it out from the rest of the locality, suggesting communal  

Birmingham Archaeology  1 
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ownership and early settlement (Bridgman 1988). The area's medieval agricultural past is  

reflected in the numerous records of ridge and furrow in the Sites and Monuments Record (e.g.  
SMR MSI8586, SMR MSI9066, not illustrated).  

The Grade I listed St. Peter's Church whose graveyard abuts the site, to the west (SMR  
MSI144), contains elements dating to the 12th century, with numerous later rebuilds. The  

medieval manor house of Bickenhill (SMR MSI10506) was said to have been visible as  

earthworks in 'pasture fields opposite church' (SMR MSI6198), but attempts to locate the early  
aerial photograph that this observation was based upon have so far proved fruitless. The  

manor house moat was attested to have been located north of the church and may have  

extended into the site. It has recently been suggested that Yew Tree Farm, south east of the  

church and south of the site, may be the location of the manor house.  

There have been no known significant archaeological finds on the site. The first relevant  
cartographic evidence is the 1824 enclosure map (Fig. 5). This illustrates that the site was  

located at the southern end of an enclosed field with a 'footroad' or path running north to  

south along the western edge of the field. At this time the field was known as 'John Holmes old  
inclosure' suggesting that the field had been enclosed since at least the 18th century.  

An 1839 tithe apportionment map (Fig. 5) shows very little change since 1824, except that the  
field, at this time is known as the 'croft', was owned by James Middleton and was retained for  

pasture, measuring 2 acres, 1 rod and 8 perches.  

The later Ordnance Survey maps (Fig. 6) confirm that the site was retained for agricultural use  

until at least 1904. By 1937 the graveyard to the west has been extended and the original field  

has effectively been halved by the change in land use including construction of buildings  
probably associated with the pressworks.  

3 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES  

The principle aim of the evaluation was to determine the character, state of preservation and  

the potential significance of any buried remains. This information would enable an appropriate  

mitigation strategy to be devised.  

More specific aims were to:  

• 

• 
• 

investigate the survival of structures and deposits relating to the possible medieval  

manor house and other medieval features,  

investigate the survival of post-medieval remains,  

investigate the potential for the site to contribute to the historic development of this  
part of the west midlands.  

4 

4.1  

METHODOLOGY  

Fieldwork  

The site covers an area of approximately 1.5 hectares. A total of 3 trenches were excavated  

across the site totalling 48m² which provided a 3.5% sample of the total area (Fig. 3).  
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Trenches were located to provide an adequate evaluation of the area affected by the  

development in order to obtain information on the presence, date, character and preservation  
of any archaeological features or deposits.  

All topsoil and modern overburden was removed using a JCB 3CX mechanical excavator with a  

toothless ditching bucket, under direct archaeological supervision, down to the top of the  

uppermost archaeological horizon or the subsoil. Subsequent cleaning and excavation was by  

hand.  

All stratigraphic sequences were recorded, even where no archaeology was present. Features  

were planned at a scale of 1:20 or 1:50, and sections were drawn through all cut features and  

significant vertical stratigraphy at a scale of 1:10 or 1:20. A comprehensive written record  

was maintained using a continuous numbered context system on pro-forma context and  

feature cards. Written records and scale plans were supplemented by photographs using  
monochrome print, colour slide and digital photography.  

The site archive will be prepared according to guidelines set down in Appendix 3 of  

Management of Archaeological Projects (English Heritage 1991), Guidelines for the Preparation  

of Excavation Archives for Long-term Storage (Walker 1990) and Standards in the Museum  

Care of Archaeological Collections (Museum and Art Galleries Commission 1992). The paper  
archive will be deposited with appropriate repository, subject to permission f rom the  

landowner.  

5 

5.1  

RESULTS  

Introduction  

Detailed summaries of the individual trenches are presented in Appendix 1 and full details are  
available in the project archive.  

5.2  Subsoil (natural)  

Across the site the natural subsoil, an orange-red boulder clay, was reached at a height of  

between 112.49m and 112.94 AOD.  

5.3  Summary of archaeological features and deposits  

Three trenches were excavated. Archaeological features were found in one trench, Trench 2  

(Fig. 4, Plate 2), located to the south-east of the site, where two features, a pit, 1006 (Plate 4)  

and a gully, 1004 (Plate 5), aligned south-west to north-east, were cut into the natural clay.  

No finds were recovered and therefore these features remain undated.  

5.4  Overburden and topsoil  

In the north and west parts of the site the natural clay subsoil was sealed by an undated grey  

sandy clay subsoil (1002 and 1011, Trenches 1 and 3; Fig. 4), 0.30- 040m deep. The natural  

subsoil in the south- east part of the site was overlain by a dark grey silty sandy clay  

containing brick rubble (1008, Trench 2; Fig. 4), of probable post - medieval date. These layers  

were sealed by topsoil and modern rubble overburden.  

Birmingham Archaeology  3 
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6 DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

The trial- trenching recorded archaeological features in one of the three trenches excavated. In  
Trench 2, in the south-east part of the site, a pit and gully of an unknown date cut the natural  

boulder clay. Although the features are undated it is possible that they could relate to medieval  

or post-medieval settlement activity, in view of their location. The depth of subsoil and topsoil  

in all the trial- trenches is consistent with the site being maintained for agricultural purposes,  
evident from the 18th and 19th cartographic evidence, prior to the erection of works buildings in  
the 20th century.  

The archaeological features recorded during the evaluation will not be affected by the proposed  

development as they are in an area proposed for car parking. Deep groundworks are unlikely  

to be undertaken in this area. As the features are sealed by at least 1m of overburden they are  

likely to be unaffected by shallow ground works for the car park unless the groundworks  
exceed a depth of 0.90m below the current ground surface, in this area of the site. As the trial-  

trenches did not reveal any archaeological features in the area of t he proposed office building  

there would appear to be no need for further mitigation. However, the final decision on  

mitigation rests with Warwickshire Museum.  
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APPENDIX 1: context descriptions  

Contexts ordered from the earliest deposited contextto the latest. Heights are the present ground  

level taken from the centre of each trench and shown in metres AOD.  

Trench 1 (Fig. 4) (Plate 1) 10m in length x 1.6m in width  

Trench stratigraphy: Natural orange-red boulder-clay (1003) was revealed 1.00- 1.30m below  

modern ground level (113.79m AOD). This was sealed by up to 0.40m depth of grey sandy clay  
subsoil (1002), which, in turn, was overlain by up to 0.20- 0. 70m of root disturbed, dark brown-  

grey topsoil (1001). These layers were sealed by 0.30- 0.70m of (1000). No features were observed  

or recorded.  

Trench 2 (Fig. 4) (Plate 2) 10m in length x 1.6m in width  

Trench stratigraphy: Natural orange-red boulder-clay (1003) was revealed 1.00-1.30m below  

modern ground level (113.89m AOD), sloping down to the south-east. The trench revealed two  
features cut into the natural boulder-clay (see table below, Plates 4 and 5). Natural 1003 was  

sealed by 0.20-0.30m depth of dark grey silty sandy clay containing brick rubble (1008), possibly a  

levelling layer, which, in turn, was overlain by 0.70m of root disturbed brown-grey topsoil (1013).  

These layers were sealed by 0.20m depth concrete and tarmac overburden (1012).  

Feature  

No.  

1004  

1006  

Description  

Gully. Aligned NE-SW with a 'bowl'- shaped profile. Exposed  
length 1.80m. Filled by brown sandy clay (1005). No finds.  

Pit with a 'bowl'- shaped profile. Whole feature exposed. Filled  

by grey-brown sandy clay (1007). No finds.  

Max dimensions  

(m)  
Width  Depth  

0.60  0.12  

0.60  0.22  

Trench 3 (Fig. 4) (Plate 3) 10m in length x 1.6m in width  

Trench stratigraphy: Natural orange-red boulder-clay (1003) was revealed 1.00m below modern  

ground level (113.94m AOD). This was sealed by 0.30m depth of grey sandy clay subsoil (1011),  

with pebble inclusions, which, in turn, was overlain by 0.50m of dark grey-brown topsoil (1010).  

These layers were sealed by 0.20m depth concrete and tarmac overburden (1012). No features  
were observed or recorded.  
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